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Teclast P85T Green 8" Tablet
The  Teclast  P85T  tablet  stands  out  from  the  competition  with  its  versatility  and  remarkable  color.  It's  perfect  for  users  looking  for  a
compact device with advanced features. Its metal casing with a green shade that changes depending on the light gives it an interesting
and  refreshing  look.  The  Allwinner  A523  processor  with  eight  cores  and  Mali-G57  graphics  processor  ensures  smooth  operation  of
applications, even those with AR and VR capabilities. Additionally, the tablet offers the possibility to expand the RAM to 8GB, which is a
significant advantage for users needing more space for their data.
 
Processor Performance
The  Teclast  P85T  is  equipped  with  an  Allwinner  A523  processor  with  eight  A55  cores  clocked  at  1.8GHz.  This  guarantees  high
performance when using applications, games, and browsing the internet. Users can expect smooth and fast system operation, which is
crucial for everyday use.
 
Graphics and Realism
Thanks to the Mali-G57 graphics processor based on the Valhall architecture, the tablet excels in handling 3D graphics and applications
utilizing augmented and virtual reality (AR & VR). This feature makes it ideal for enthusiasts of modern technologies and gaming.
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RAM and Internal Memory
The  Teclast  P85T  comes  with  4GB  of  LPDDR4X  RAM,  expandable  to  8GB,  providing  users  with  flexibility  in  managing  resources  and
increasing performance, especially for more demanding tasks. The internal memory has a capacity of 256GB, which can be expanded to
1TB using a microSD card slot.
 
Connectivity and Communication
The tablet supports both 2.4G and 5G WiFi, ensuring fast and stable internet connectivity. Bluetooth 5.2 with AAC and LDAC codecs is
another advantage, allowing seamless cooperation with various wireless devices.
 
Durable Battery
The 5000mAh battery allows users to use the tablet for an extended period without the need for frequent charging. For example, it offers
5.5  hours  of  internet  browsing,  7  hours  of  video  playback,  or  10  hours  of  e-book  reading,  which  is  a  significant  benefit  for  frequent
travelers.
 
What's Included:
- Tablet
- Type-C Cable
- 5V/2A Charger
- User Manual
Specifications:
BrandTeclast
ModelP85T
ColorGreen
Screen Size8 inches
SoftwareAndroid 13
RAM Capacity4GB, expandable to 8GB
Internal Memory64GB, expandable to 1TB
Front Camera0.3MP
Rear Camera2MP
Weight335g
Battery Capacity5000mAh
BluetoothYes, version 5.2
WiFi ConnectivityYes, 2.4G + 5G
ProcessorAllwinner A523, eight cores
MicroSD SlotYes, up to 1TB
3.5mm Audio JackYes

Price:

€ 96.00
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